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ABSTRACT
Utilizing data obtained from the 1970 and 1966 June

Enumerative Surveys, the U.S. farm population (both operator and
nonoperator) ,was identified,by race, tenure, and value of farm
products, Data were analyzed in reference to the following questions:
(1) How many and what_Droportion of farm people live on farms of
adequate and/or marginal commercial scale?; (2) How many people live
on small-scale operations which make minor contributions to farm
outW?; (3) What proportion of farm people have an ownership
interest and what proportion hav4e neither an ownership nor a tenant
interest, but live on farms as hired workers?; (4) What is the trend
in number, tenure, and scale of farming of Negro and other minority
group farmers and how do these populations compare with white
operator farm populations? Analysis of data revealed: (1) In both
years, the great majority of all farm people resided in the saae
household as the faro operator; (2)*About 1/10 of the farm population
lived in rent-free dwelling units on farms; (3) Negroes and other
racial minorities on farms were disproportionately of nonoperator
status; (4) Most faim people lived on fapas operated by an owner
rather than a tenant or manager; (5) Despite an overall farm
population decline of15 percent during 1966-70, there was population
growth on farms with an4,ual sales of $20,000 or more; (6) Due to
population "Joss among Negro farm residents, farm population decline
was most rapid in the'South. (JC)
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ABSTRACT

The U. S. farm population in 1966 and 1970 is examined in terms of race, tenure, and
economic clats, with the operator and nonoperator populations separately identified.
both years, the great majority of all farm people resided in the same household as the
farm operator. Only about a tenth of'the farm population lived in rent-free dwelling units
on farms. Negroes and other racial minonties on farms were disproportionately of
nonoperator status. Most farm residents lived on farms operated by a fulls:apart owner
rather than a tenant or manager, although there were some differences by race and
operator status. ,

Despite an overall decline of 15 percent in the farm population during 1966.70,
population growth occurred on farms with annual sales of $20,000 or more. Farm
population declined most rapidly in the South during the period. This decline
associated with the heavier rates of population loss among Negro farm residents, of whom
about 90 percent are in the Southern States.

Key words. Farm population, race, tenure status, economic class, population distribution,
population growth.
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,SUMMARY AND cONdOSIONS

AbOut 90 Percent of all persons on U.,S. farms in
1966 and 1970 lived in households headed by a farm
operator. The remaining. 10 percentusually hired
fannworkers and their families--were in other dwelling
units on,farms. in 1970, about'35 percent of NegrO and
other racial =whit) farm .`residents were in these
nonoperator households, compared with 7 percent of
the white farm population'.

Population loss during 1966-70 was heavier -among
the nonoperator'. population than the operator
population. And the Nero and other racial minonty
.farm population continued to decline much faster thin
the whiteby 35 and 12 percent, respectively. Total
farm populationabout 10:0 million in June
1970dropped l5 percent over the 4 years. ,

In 1970, nearly nine,tenths of the faryn population
lived on farms operated by a full or part owner. Only a
tenth lived on farms operated by a tenant or manager.
Both types of operitions had population declines over
1966-70, but for farms-operated by tenants or managers
the drop was a marked 36 percent. The proportion of
pOpulation, on tenant or managed farms differed
significantly braceonly 10 percent of all white farm
residents lived on such farms, compared with 22 percent
for Negroes and members of other racial minorities.

More farm people-36 percent of the totallived on
'farms with product sales under $2,500 than on any
other economic clast of farm. However, when the
operator and nonoperator populatiOns are separately
identified, this holds true only for residents of operator
households. In the nonoperator population, more than,
half resided on farms in economic classes I and II those
with sales of $20,000'or more.

4
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Among the operttor population of Negroes and other
racialminority me.aibers, only I percent were on farms ,

in these two highest economic classes.-In contrast, 22
percent bf ,the. white operator population lived on such.
farms.

Population, increased during 1966-70 among residents
of class I and II farms. The remaining economic classes
had population declines ranging from 19 to 30 percent.
Farms in the lowest economic classthose with_, sales
under $2,500had the lowest population declines of all
classes with population loss. This economic class of
farmwhich had nearly 70 percent of the Negro and
other racial minority population in operator
householdshas a high proportion of part-time farms.

',The lower population decline here thus partly reflects
the nurriber of residents who, rather than quit farmi4g,
have chosen' to supplement their farm income with
qff-farm earnings.

Theseand other new data in the repoit strikingly
reflect the rapidity oP.,change occurring in Americas
agriculture, with respect 'to the composition of the farm
population by location, race, tenure, operator status,
and scale of farming. Although 'the farm; population is
now less than a third as large as it was at time of its
historic peak, (1916) or even three decades ago (1940),
the structural changes within it have not yet subsided
and appear to bealeading to further overall decline.

With the 1970 tenant (and manager) farm population
at Just 7 percent of the same population 35 years ago,
however, there is clearly comparatively little further
decline of farm' population, or outmo.vement to the
cities, that can result from future decreases in tenant
farming.

.
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FARM POPULATION BY RACE, TENURE, AND' ECONOMIC

SCALE OF FARMING, 1966 and 1,970

by
Vera J. Banks and Calvin L. Beale

Economic Development Division, ERS

IP

INTRODUCTtON

Information on the number, distribution, and
personal characteristics of farm people is published
annually by the U. S. Departments of Agriculture and
Commerce (5, 91.' But data have seldom been available
that link farm people with characteristics of the farms
on which they live. The 1964 Census of Agnculture
provided such data for. farm operator households, but
nothing has been available since then. This report should
serye as a partial remedy for such data deficiencies by
providing statistics on the 1970. and 1966 farm
populations by race, tenure, and value of, farm products
sold, with the farm operator population turd other
persons living on farms separately identified. Ther data
were ;obtained from the 1970 and 1966 June
Enumerative Surveys, a national samplt survey
conducted annually by the Statistical Reporti.ig
Service! This survby is designed to produce estimates of
farm numbers, crop acreage, livestock inventories, and
other features of the agricultural economy (I). With the
addition of demographic questions, it' is a convenient

Ovp

vehicle for obtaining data on the farm population and its!
trends.

Some of the research and policy -relevant questions
that the demographic, data are intended to help answer
are. How many and what proportion of farm people live
on farms of adequate commercial scale, from, which a
reasonable income might be expected? How many are on
marginally adequate-scale enterprises which portend
economic difficulty or the need for. supplementary
nonfarm income? How many are on small-scale
operations which make only minor contributions to
farm output? What proportion of farm people have an
ownership interest in their places? How many firm
people have neither an ownership nor a tenant interest,
but live on farms as 'hired workers or through other
arrangements that do not iryolve rent? What is the trend
in number, tenure, and scale of farming of Negro and
other minority group fanners? How do the populations
on these farms compare with the populations on farms
operated by-whites?

OPERATOR AND NONOPERATOR FARM POPULATION BY RACE

and other minority races numbered 724,000 in 1970, a
decline of one-third from 1966.

About A.0 million persons were living on farms in
the conterminous United Statesn June 1970 (table 1).3
This was about 1.7 million fewer peOple than inJune
1966, a decline of 15 percent in the 4-year period.
Three-fifths of the farm people lived in the Northern and
Western States, with the remainder in the South. The
Southern farm population declined somewhat more
rapidly from 190 to 1970 than did the farm population
elsewhere. Part of the more rapid Southern decline is
associated With the exceptionally rapid rate of decrease
or the Negro farm population, more than 90 percent of
which is in the South. Farm people of the 'Negro-race

1 Italic numbers In parentheses refer to Items Fisted In Liteiature
Cited, page 13.
'See page 14 for detail ondanyte size and design and realiability
of the estimates.
'Farm population estimates In this report exclude Alaska Ind
Hawaii and relate toJune only. They are derived from a different
sample survey than those used in previously published SRS and
Census ERS farm population reports. Therefore, the numbers
relating to national, regional, and racial totals In this report cal,
ter Slightly from previously pubiliheP April-centcred annual aver-
ages for 1966 and 1970 (3, 4, 71 8).

1

From the surveys, it wIs possible to distinguish
between (1) farm ;operator 'households and ..(2)
nonoperator householdshouseholds that were located
on a far but that .did not contain a farm operator or
payscash rent for the house. Nonoperator households are
most often those .of hired farmworkers but may consist
of other persons "who for various reasons are permitted
to live in a farm home rent-free.

In both 1966' and 1970, about 90 percent of all
peisons on U. S. farms lived in households where the
head (or occasionally some other member) was a farm
operator (fig, 1). In addition to the faun operator and
his immediate family, these households may also contain
ogler relatives or unrelated individuals. Although survey
data are not available_on household composition, there
lire figures on average household size. Nationally, the
average operator househo'd contained 3.5 persons in
1970, a figure which vane little by geographic region.
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Table 1.-Farm population by operator status'afteregion. June 1970 and 1966

Operator
status

and regibn

Population Percentage
change,
1966.70

Percentage distribution

1970 1966 1970 1966

Thousands Thousands Percent Percent Percent

Total 10,030 11,736 14.5 100.0 100.0
1 Operator Population .9,108 A 10.632 -13.9 9 e3 90.6

NonoPerator population 873 1,105 21.0 8.7 9.4

South 4,086 5,065 -19.3 100.0 100.0
Operator population 3,555 4, 40 18.1 87.0 85.7
Nonoperator Population 531 26.9 13.0 14.3

'North t nil West 5,945 6,671 -10.9 100.0 100.0
Operator population
NonoperatoY population

5,693
342

6.212
379

11.0
-9.8

94.2
5.8

94.3
5.7

FARM 'POPULATION BY OPERATOR STATUS,/
RACE, AND REGION, 1970
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Figure 1

However, households With a white head were typically
smaller than those headed by members of minority
races. The average number of persons 'per operator
.household was 3.5 for whites and 4.5 for Negroes and

her races. This racial difference in average size was
somewhat more pronounced in the South.

In 1970, a total of 813,000 farm residents were
members of nonoperator households-9 percent of the
total farm population. These households averaged about
the same number of persons as the operator hbuseholds.
Rent free housing units on farms tend tp be occupi6d
primarily by regular farmworkers rather than seasonal
help. But bath types of hired farmworkers have come to

2

C

be pnmarily nonfarm residents. An earlier ERS study
reports that in 1970, only about 27 pe'rcent of the
Nation's hired farmworkers had a farm residence (2).

The proportion of the farm population living in
nonoperator households was highest in the South. For
the 16 Southern States, an average of 13 percent of all
farm people were in nonoperator households, compared
with 6 percent in the combined Northern and Western
States. The higher proportion of nonoperator population
in the South pnncipally reflects the existence of large
plantations there which hire yearround workers and
provide housing for them. Many of these workers are

S.



Negroes, and as a result Negroes and other racial
minority farm people are disproportionately of
nonoperator status. Nationally , in 1970, about 35
percent of Negroes and other minorities on farms were

in nonoperator households, Compared viith 7 pe'reeni of
the white farm population (table 2).

The rate of population decline was somewhat heavier
among nonoperator households than farm operatr

Table 2.-Farm population by operator status and race, South and United States,
June 1970 and 1966

Operator
status, race,
and region

Population Percentage
change,

'1966-10

PerCentage distribution

1970 1966 1970 1966

Total

Thousands Thousands Percent Percent , Percent

White 9,307 10,616 12.3 100.0 100.0
Operator population 8,685 9,863 11.9 93.3 92.9
Nonoperator population 622 753 17.4 6.7 7.1

Negro and other races 724 1,120 35.4 100.0 10.0.0

Operator population 473 768 -38.4 65.4 68.6
Nonoperator Population 250 352 -29.0 34.6 31.4

South -

White 3,415 3,993 -14.5 100.0 100.0
Operator Population 3,1215 3,609 13.5 91.4 90.4
Nonoperator population 295 384 23.2 8.6 9.6

Negro and other races 671 1,072 -37.4 100.0 100.0
Operator population 434 730 -40.5 64.7 68.1
Nonoperator population 237 342 -30.7 35.3 31.9

")
households. Prof% 1966 to 1970, the nonoperator
population decreased by 21 p&cent, compared with 14
percent in the operator population. This disparity
between the overall rates of population losi for the two
groups resulted primarily from differences in the South.
In that region, use of farm-based hired workers his been
declining rapidly. Elsewhere, there was no significant
.difference in loss of operator and nonoperator
populations.

Although Negroes and other minority races
expenenced the greater proportionate loss in population
during 1966.70, there were contrasting patterns of loss
by operator 4tatus and race (fig. 2). Within the white
population, the number of persons in nonoperator
households declined 17 percent, while the number in
operator households declined 12 percent. On the other
hand, among Negroes and other minorities, the detreases

for nonoperator and operator riopulations were 29 and
38 percent, respectively. In the course of mechanizing
and modernizing crop farming -especially cotton-most
Southern landowners have ceased to produce their crops
with tenant farmers and have shifted to hired workers.
The effect has been to speed the decline of Negro
operators-who were once predominantly tenants-and
to retard somewhat the loss in nonoperator Negro
households.

In the Southern States, the heavier loss in the
operator population among Negroes and other minority
races becomes readily apparent. For the 4-year period,
the percentage decrease in the minority operator
population was more than double that for whites-41
percent against 14 percent.' For both operator and
nonoperator populations, 'Negro and white combined,
the rate of population decline was greater in the South
than in the combined North and West.

/
. FARM POPULATION BY TENURE STATUS OF FARM OPERATOR AND RACE

Farm tenure relates to the ownership or.rentalstatus
of the land used by an operator. The tenure
classification is based on inquiries about land owned,
land rented from others, and land managed for others.
The two tenure groups used in this study are (1) owners
and part owners-who own all or part of the land they
operate -and (2) tenants or managers-3ho rent from or

manage for others all the land they operate. The
nonoperator population was classified by the .tenure
status of the operator on whose farm they lived.

About 90 percent of the 10 million persons residing
on farms in 1970 lived on farms operated by a full or
part owner (table 3). The remaining tenth lived qn
tenant or managed farms. There are relatively few

3.
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PERCENT OF LOSSIN THE FARM POPULATION
BY OPERATOR STATUS AND RACE, 1966-70
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Figure 2

Table 3..-Farm population by tenure of operator and rack June 1970 and 1966

Tenure of
operator and

race

Population Percentage
change,
1966.70

Percentage distribution

1970' 1966 1970 1966

Thousands Thousands Percent Percent Percent

AU races 10.017 11.736 14.6 100.0 100.0
Full and part owners 8.962 10.078 11.1 89.5 85.9
Tenants and managers 1,056 1.659 .36.3 10.5 14,1

White 9.307 10.616 .12.3 100.0 100.0
Full and part owners
Tenants and managers

8,407
900

9.268 ,
1,348

-9.3
33.2

90.3
9.7

87.3
12.7

Negro and other races 711 1,120 .36.5 100.0 100.0
Full and part owners I 555 810 .-31.5 78.1 72.3
Tenants and mangers 156 311 .49.8 21.9 27.7

'Excludes an estim ted 13,000 Indians living in farm residences on reservations.

managed farms. The tenant farm population is thought
to be at least 90 percent of the combined tenant and
manager groups.

Although population decreased during 1966-70 on
both tenure classes of farms, a marked decline (36
percent) occurred in the population residing on farms
operated by tenants ind'managers, Nearly all of the loss
on these farms was in the operator household
population. The censtises of agriculture shOw that the
proportion of farms run by tenants has fallen steadily

1
and rapidly since 1935 (6). At that time, there were 2.9
million tenant farms. Given the average pop l ation per
farm of that period,, there were probably a lout 13.5
million people qp 'tenant farms. The tenant (and
manager) farm population of 958,000 in 191,0 is thus
just 7 percent of the number at the peak- i.)..f tenant
operations 35 years. earlier. Clearly, 'here is
comparatively little further decline of farm population,
or outmovement to the cities, that can result from
future decreases in tenant farming.

Cj
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From 1966 to 1970, Negroes and other races
experienced heavier rates of population loss than whites,
regardless of tenure status. The greatest dispanty in rates
o1 population decline by race and tenure status was
among persons on owner operations. In this tenure
group, the white population deceased 9 percent, while
the number of Negroes and other minority races

'declined 31 percent.

A sizable difference existed in the proportions of the
two racial groups on tenant or managed farms. In 1970,
only a tenth of all white farm residents lived, on tenant
farms, compared with about a fifth for Negroes and
other races (fig. 3). The higher proportion of members
of minority races on tenant-operated farms is in keeping
with data on tenure status,of farins. In 1964, Over half
of the Negro and other racial minority commercial farm

FARM POPULATION BY TENURE

OF OPERATOR AND RACE, 1970

Full and part owners

TOTAL

U S U P4R TMEN f OF AGRICULTURE

WHITE

OA TA FROM ImE 1170 JUNE ENUMERATIVE SURVEY.

OTHER RACES.

NEG. ERS $739 -721 SI ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERVICE

Figure 3

operators were tenants. Their tenant farms had more
harvested acreage than did owner operations of this
racial group. Also, in terms of value of sales, they
accounted for 61 percent of the total value of farm

,....,products sold from all commercial farms operated by
Negroes and members of other races.

It must be remembered in considering the foregoing
figures on rates of population loss that the data refer to
the total- farm population, including nonoperator
households, and that the tenure classification for these
households is that of the operator of each farm. Data in
table 4, which shows similar figures for farm operator
households separately, indicate that the distribution of
the operator population by tenure and the rates of
change since 1966 do not differ significantly for the
total and white populations from the data in table 3, but
there are some differences for Negroes and other racial
mmonties. Of the total Negro and other_ minority farm
residents in 1970, 78 percent lived on ,owner operated

.
5

10

farms, but almost 40 percent of these people were
nonoperators, presumably working for wages on large
enterprises. Of the Negro and other minority farm
operator, ,household population, slightly less than
three fourths were on owner operations. Twenty-six
percent of the Negro and other minority farm operator
household population was of tenant (or manager) status,
compared with just 10 percent of the white farm
operator group. But as late as 1959, a majority of all
farmers other than white were classified as tenants.

The farm population in nonoperator households had
lower rates of population loss for 1966.70 than the
population in operator households for all race and
tenure groups except white persons on owner operations
(table 5). For this race and tenure group, the rate of
decline was 9 percent for the operatiir population and
17 percent for the nonoperator population. There were
no significant differences in distribution among persons
in nonoperator households by race.



Table 4.- Population in farm operator households by race and tenure of operator,
June 1970 and 1966

Race and
tenure

of operator

Population Percentage
change,
1966.70

Percentage distribution

1970' 1966 1970 1966

Thousands Thousands Percent Percent Percent

All races 9,145 10,632 -14.0 100.0 ' 100.0
Full and Part owners 8,187 9,096 -10.0 89.5 85.6
Tenants and managers 958 1,536 -37.6 10.5 14.4

White 8,685 9,863 -11.9 100.0 100.0
Full and part owners 7,847 8,592 -8.7 90.4 87.1
Tenants and managers 838 1,272 -34.1 9.6 12.9 .

Negro and other races 460 768 -40.1 100.0. 100.0
Full and Part owners 340 504 32.5 73.9 65.6
Tenants and managers 120 264 -54.5 26.1 34.3

'Excludes an estimated 13,000 enchans living in farm residences on reservations.

Table 5.-Farm population in nonoperator households by race of head and tenure. of operator,
, June 1970 and 1966

Race of head
and tenure
of oPerator

Population Percentage
change,
1966.70

Percentage distribution

1970' 1966 1970 1966

Thousands "Thousands Percent Percent Percent

All races 873 1,105 -21.0 100.0 100.0
Full and part owners 775 982 -MI 88.8 88.9
Tenants and managers 98 123 -20.3 11.2 11.1

White 622 753 -17.4 100.0 100.0
Full and part owners 560 676 -17.2 90.0 89.8
Tenants and managers 62 76 -18.4 10.0 10.1

Negro and other races 250 352 -29.0 100.0 100.0
Full and Part owners 215 305 -29.5 85.7 86.6
Tenants and managers 36 47 -23.4 14.3 13.3

The two major regions for which data were available distribution of their farm residents by tenure,
for this study-the South and the combined Notth and considerirg the wide regional disparities that existed a
West-have becOme remarkably similar-4 in the generation ago (tables 6, 7, and 8). In 1935, 53.5

Table 6.2Farm popylation by tenure of operator and race, for regions, June 1970 and 1966

Region, tenure
of operator,

and race

Population Percentage
change,
1966.70

Percentage distribution

1970' 1966 1970 1966

Thousands Thousands Percent Percent Percent

North and West 5,932 71 -11.1 100.0 100.0
Full and part owners 5,326 ,11.10 -8.,3 89.8 87.1
Tenants and managers 606 860 -29.5 10.2 12.9

South 4,086 5,065 -19.3 100.0 100.0
Full and part owners 3,636 4,267 -14.8 89.0 84.2
Tenants and managers 450 799 -43.7 11.0 15.8

South by race:
White 3,415 3,993 -14.5 100.0 100.0

Full and Part owners 3,115 3,502 . -11.1 91.2 87.7
Tenants and managers 300 491. -38.9 8.8 ,12.3

Negro and tither races 671 1,072 37.4 100.0 100,0
Full and part owners 521 764 -31.8 r 77.6 71.3
Tenants and managers 150 307 -51.1 22.4 -- 28.7

'Excludes an estimated 13,000 Indians living in farm residences or reservations.



Table 7.-Population in farm operator households by tenure of operator and race,
for regions, June 1970.and 1966

Region, race,
and tenure .
of operator

PopulStion Percentage
change,
1966-70

Percentage distribution

1970' 1966 1970 1966

Thousands Thousands Percent Percent Prrcent

North and West 5,590 6,292 -11.2 100.0 100.0
Full and Part owners 5,013 .5,465 8.3 89.7 86.9
Tenants and managers 577 827 30.2- 10.3 13.1

South 3,555 4,340 -18.1 `" 100.0 100.0
Full and part owners 3,174 3,631 -12.6 89.3 83.7,

Tenants and managers 381 709 -46.3 10.7 16.3

South by race
While 3,120 3,609 -1'3.5 100.0 100..0

Full and part owners 2,857 3,162 -9.6 91.6 87.6
Tenants and managers . 264 448 -41.1 8.4 12.4

Negro and other races 435 730 -40.4 100.0 100.0
Full and part owners 317 469 -32.4 73.0 64.2

Tenants and managers. 117 261 -55.2 27.0 35.8

'Excludes an estimated 13,000 Inchaos living n residences on reservations.

Table 8.-Farm population in nonoperator households by race of head and tenure of
operator, for regions, June 1970 and J966

Region, race of
head, and tenure

of operator

Population Percentage
change,
1966.70

Percentage distribution

1970 19 66 1970 1966

Thousands Thousands Percent Percent Percent

North and West ..... ....... 342 379 -9.8 n 00.0 100.0
Full and part owners 313 345 -9:3 91.5 91.3
Tenants and managers 29 33 -12.1 8.5 8.7

South 531 726 -26.9 100 100.0
Full and part owners 462 636 -27.4 `, 87.0 87.6
Tenants and managers 69 90 -23.3 13.0 12.4

South by Ace
c

White 295 384 -23.2 100.0 100.0
Full and part owners 258 341 -24.3 87.7 88.6
Tenants and managers 36 44 -18.2 12.3 11.4

Negro and other races 237 342 30.7 100.0 100.0
Full and part owners 204 ( 295 -30.8 86.1 86.5 `-
Tenants and manager's 33 46 -28.3 13.9 13.5

percent of all Southern farms were tenant farms,
compared with 30.5 percent of Northern and Western
farms. By 1970, the proportion of farm people on
tenant farms was 11 percent in.theaSouth and 10 percent

FARM POPULATION pY VALUE OF FA

From the June Enumerative Surveys it is also possible
to obtain data on the farm population related to the
total value of products sold from the farm in Pie
preceding year. Sales value is based on gross income-
received from the sale of crops, livestock, poultry,
livestock a nd pohltry products, horticultural
commodities, and miscellaneous agricultural products.

Since the survey data were restricted to the value of
sales, without corresponding information on age of
operator and days of offfarm work, there is no
subdivision of small-scale operations into part-retirement .
and part-time classes such as is available in the census of

in the North and West. In short; a tenant relationship to
the land is for all practical purposes no more common
today among Southern farm people than among those
elsewhere in the Nation. ,

RM PRODUCTS SOLD AND RACE

7

agriculture. Six ecohomic classes are used in the June
Surveis on the basis of the total value of all farm
products sold, as follows:

12

Economic class / Value of farm
of farm s' products sold

I .. $40,000 and more
II $20,000 to $39,999
III $10,000 to $19,999
IV $5,000 to $9,999
V ,500 to $4,999
VI L ss than $2,500



Economic Classes I and II

On farms in classes I and II, where sales were $20,000
and above, the farm population increased from 1966 to
1970 (table 9 and fig. 4). As the total farm population
declined by L7 million, the number of persons residing
on farms in these two higher classes had an overall

, increase of about 400,000 people, or 22 percent. This
reflects an underlying increase in the number of farms

91b
that produce high volumes or handle products with high
values. Some of the increase may be due to inflation of
the dollar, some to a genuine increase in the number of

--, large scale farms, and some to a growth of specialized .
operations, such as cattle feedlots, where the value of
animals handled is high, but profit as a percentage of
sales is low in relation to profits on traditional famig.
Population on class I and II farms rose from 17 percent

, of the total farm population in 1966 to 25 percent in
1970`1444%.

Class I farms ($40,000 or more in sales) accounted
for 43 percent of the total value of sales in 1964 but
represented only 45 percent of all farms. These farms
are disproportionately in the North and West and are
heavily represented among poultry , potato, vegetable,
fruit, sugar beet or cane, and cotton farms, plus liv lock

r

4

ranches. Class II farms are more widely distributed
throughout the United States. Farm residents in classes I
and II live chiefly in the Northern and Western regions
of the country. In 1970, 67 percent of the population
on Hass I and 80 percent on class H farms were outside
the South (tables 10 and 111.

Although the population on fann s in classes I and II
increased overall between 1966 and 1970, there. was
some regional variation. Outside the South, population
increased in both categories. In the Southern States, a
slight increase in class I and decrease in class II resulted
in no significant overall change. Therefore, for the
period studied, it would appear that alth'ough the most
productive farms of the South did not experience a
population .increase, they did manage to retain their
population.

There was no significant difference'riationally by race
in the proportions residing on class I and II farms. In
1970, nearly a foutth of both racial groups were on
farms with sales of $20,000 or more (table 9). However,
this similarity by race ceases when the operator and
nonoperator populations are examined separately.
Within the operator population, 22 percent of the whites

4
Table 9.-Farm population by value of products sold and race. June 1970 and 1966

Value 0$ Products sold and race Economic

Au races

Population .

$40,000 and over
$20,000 39f999
$10.000 19,999
15,000 - 9,999
$2,500 4,999
$54 2,499

$250.2,499
$50 249

White

$40,000 and over
$20,000 39,999 L

$10,000 19,999
$5,000 9,999
$2,500 - 4,999
$50 2,499

$250 2,499
$50.249

Negro and other races

$40,000 and over
$20,000 39,999
$10,000 19,9
$5,000 9 999
$2,500 4,
$50 2.499 .""

$250 2,499
$50 249

II

IV
V
VI

it

Iii
IV
V

VI

IV
V

VI

1970'

Thousands

1966

Thousands

Percentage
change
1966-70.

Percentage distribution

Percent

1970

Percenfr

1966

Percent

10.017 4')*
11.736 14.6 100.0 100.0

- 04203 899" 33.8 12.0 7.7
1.290 1.151 12.1 12.9 9.8
1,518 1.942 21.8 15.2 16.5
1,193 1.696 -29.7 11.9 14.5
1,227 1,520 -19.3 1.2.3
3,586
3,098

4,529
NA

20.8 35.8
30.9

38.6
4

4E18 NA 4.9

9,307 10,616 12.3 )00.0 100.0

1.098 768 43.0 ,11.8 7.2
1,233 1.102 11.9 13.3 10.4
1,461 1.853 -21.2 15.7 17.5
1.123 1,592 .29.5 12,1 15,0
1,147 1,376 16.6 12.3 13.0
3,244 3,925 17.4 34.9 37.0
2,805 30.1 -

439 - 4.7
-

711 1,1 0 365 fbo.o 100.0

105 -19.8 14.8 11.7
57 16.3 8.0 4.4
57 89 36.0 8.0 7.9
70 104 32.7 9.8 9.3
80 . 143 -44.1 11.3 12.8

342 604 .43.4 48.1 53.9
293 NtA - 4t.2
49 NA 6.9

NA 7 not available.

'Excludes an estimated 13,000 Indians living in farm residences on reservations.
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PERCENT OF CHANGE IN THE FARM POPULATION

BY VALUE OF FARM PRODUCTS SOLD, 1966-7b
% CHANGE 34

POPULATION GAIN

12
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POPULATION LOSS
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Figure 4

Table 10.-Southern farm population by value of products sold and race, June 1970 and 1966

N

Value of products sold and race Economic
Class

PooGlatton Percentage
Change,
196670

Percenta distribution

1970 1966 1970 1966

Thousands Thousands Percent Percent Porcent

South 4,086 5,065 I9.3 100.0 100.Q

S40000 and over 392 336 16.7 9.6 6.6
S20.000 39,999 II 63 279 -5.7 6.4 5.5
S10,000 19,999 tit 358 432 I7.1 11.8 8.5

.0;045,000 9,999
S2;500- 4,999

IV
V

450
598

567
763

20.6
21.6

ILO
14.6

11.2
15.1

S50 - 2,499 VI 2,026 2,689 49:5 53.1
S250 2,499 1,767 NA 43.2
S50 249 259 NA 6.3 -

White 3.415 3,993 -14.5 100.0 100.0

S40.000 and over 298 215 38.6 8.7 5.4
S20,000 39,999 It 213 234 -9.0 6.2 .15.9
S10,000 - 19.999 308 348 -11.5 9.0 8.7
S5,000 9,999 lv 386 466 -172 11.3//--- 11.7
S2.500 - 4,999 V 520 624 -16.7 15.2 15.6
S50 - 2,499 vt 1,691 2,107 49.7 49.5 52.8

$250- 2,499 1,481 NA - 43.4
4,50 - 249 210

. . NA 6.1 '.

Negro and other"races 671 1.072 -37.4 100.0 100.0

S40,000 and over a 94 121 -22.3 14.0 11.3
S20.000- 39,999 ti 50 45 11.1 7.5 4.2
410,000 19,999 50 86 -41.2 7.5 7.9
S5,000 - 9.999 IV 64 101 -36.6 9.5 9.4
S2.500- 4,999 V 78 139 -43.9 11.6 13.0
S50 - 2,499 VI 335 582 , -42.4 49.9 54.3

S250 - 2,499 286 NA - - - 42.6 - -

$50- 249 49 NA 7.3

NA - not available. 14
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Table 11.-Northern and Wastarn farm population by talus of products sold, June 1970 and 1966

Value of products sold Economic
Class

Population Percentage
change,
1966-70

Percentage distribution

1970' 1966 1970 1966

,Thousands Thousands Percent Percent Percent

North and west 5,932 6,671 11.1 100.0 100.0

540,000 and over 812 563 111 .64.2 13.7 8.4

S20,000 39,999 1,027 872 17.8 17.'3 13.1

$10,000 19,999 II 1,160 1,509 -23.1 19.6 22.6

55,000 - 9,999 IV 743 1,130 -34.2 12.5 16.9

52,500 4,999 V 629 756,. 16.8 10.6 11.3

550. 2,499 VI 1,561 1,840 -15.2 26.3 - 27.6

5250 2,499 1,332 NA 22.5

$50 - 249 a 229 NA 3.9

NA = not available.
'Excludes an estimated 13,000 Indian; living in farm residence. on reservations.

were on class I and II farms, but only 3 percent of their being "nonoperators" living in other dwelling units
Negroes and other races (table 12 and fig. 5). The high on these farms.

-proportion (25 percent) of the total minonty race farm In the population of nonoperator households, a
population on class I and II farms results not from these heavy concentration in classes I and H is found
people 'Sting operators of such farms, but rather.from regardless of race. In 1970, the proportion in these

Table 12,- Population in farm operator households by value of products sold and race, June 1970 and 1966

Value of Products sold and race Fconomic
class

Population Percentage
change,
1966.70

Percentage distribution

19 70' 1966 1970 1966

Thousands Thousands Percent Percent Percent

All races 9,145 10,632 -14.0 100.0 100.0

540,000 and over 821 555 "47.9 9.0 5.2
520,000 - 39,999 II 1,145 976 17.3 12.5 9.2
510,000 19,999 III 1,407 1,779 -20.9 15.4 16.7
55,000 - 9,999 IV' 1,116 1,583. -29.5 12.? 14.9

52,500 - 4,999 V 1,155 1,443 -20.0 12,6 13.6
$50 -2,499 VI 3,501 4,295 -18.5 38.3 40,4

5250. 2,499 3,026 NA - - 33.1 - - -
550 - 249 474 NA 5.2

White , 8,685 9,863 -11.9 100.0 100.0 ,

$40,000 and over 816 548 48.9 9.4 ,. 5.6-
520,000 - 39,999 II 1,138 971 17.2 13.1 9.8
510,000. 19,999 Ill 1,386 1,751 -20.8 16.0 17.7
S5,000 - 9,999 IV , 1,070 1,516 -29.4 12.3 15.4
52,500,999 V . 1,091 1,329 -17.9 12.6 13.5
S50 2,499 VI 3,183 3,748 -15.1 '36.6 38.0

$250 - 2,499, 2,756 NA - -- 31.7 - --
550.249 427 NA - .: 4.9

Negro and Other races 460 768 -40.1 roo.o 100.0

540,000 and over 5 8 37.5 1.1 1.0
$20,000 - 39,999 '7 6 16.7 1.5 .7

510,000 - 19,999 Ili 21 28 -25,0 4.6 3.7
$5,00.0 - 9,999 IV 46 66 -30.3 10.0 8.6
52,500 4,996 V 64 114 -43.9 13.9 14.8
$50 -2,499 VI 317 547 -42.0 68.9 71.2

$250 - 2,499 270 NA - 58.7
550 249 47 NA 10.2

NA = not available

'Excludes an estimited 13,000-1ndians living In, farm residences on reservations.
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FARM POPULATION BY OPERATOR STATUS, RACE,

AND VALUE OF FARM PRODUCTS SOLD, 1970
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FIgure 5

upper categories was 60 percent for whites as well as for
Negroes and other racial minonties (table 13). According
to the latest census of agriculture (1969), 80 percent of
regular hired farmworkers were on farms in classes I and
U.

The ability of farms to retain theil population, or to

experience a population increase, disappears as one
proceeds down the economic class scale. The traditional
farm population decline becomes evident for persons on
farms in cliss III and below (fig. 4). The population on
all these farms declined substantially during 1966-70,
with the loss ranging from 19 percent'to 30 percent

Economic Class III

In 1970, clai; III farms contained about 15 percent
of the total farm population; like class II farms, they
were widely scattered throughout the United States. The
population on class III farms declined regardless of
region, but rates of population loss were slightly higher
in the Northern end Western States than in the South.
For 1966.70, the rates of decline were 23 percent
(North and West together) and 17 percent (South).
Despite the slightly higher rate or population loss in'the

Northern and Western States, persons on class III farms
were relatively more numerous there than in the South,
They constituted about one-fifth of the farm population
outside the South and about one-tenth in the South.

Negro and other Minority race residents or class III,
farms were mostly in nonoperator households. Of the
57,000 minority race members on class III farms in
1970, nearly two;thirds lived in other dwelling units on
farms.

Economic Classes IV and V

About one-fourth of the 1970 U.S. farm population
was on farms with value of products sold of $2,500 to
$9,999. These fgrms are relatively small-scale agricultural
operations sunder today's conditions. In 1964,
approximately 70 percent of them had less than 100
acres of land from s('hich crops were harvested. The
likekihood of the operator or members of his family

working off the farm was much higher for farms in these
classes than tor the farms previotisly discussed. In 1964,
three-fifths of the operators of class IV and V farms
worked off the farm 100 days or mode. The nonfarm
income of the operator and members lei his household
was equal to one-half the value of farm products sold
from all class IV and V farms. The overall rate of

11



Table 13.-Farm population m nonoporator households by rocs of head owl velour of proilucts sold.
June 1970 and 1966

Value Of Products sold and race Economic
class

Population

1970 1966

lAii a(tS

$40,000 and over
$20,000 39,999
$10,000 19.999
$5.000 9.999
$2.500 4.999
$50 2.499

$250 2,499
$50 249

N.

White

4,40,000 and over
$20.000 39,999
$10,000 19,999
.$5,000 - 9:999 .
$2,500 - 4.999
S50 2,499

$250 2,499
S9t) 249

Negro and otner races

$40.000 and over
$20,000 39,999
$10,000 19.999
$5,000 9,999
$2,500 4,999
$50 2.499

S250 - 2,499
S50 - 249

1

II

Ill

IV
V
VI

II
II

IV
V
VI

III

IV
V
VI

Thousand: Thousands
A

NA = not available

population loss-25 percent-was somewhat heavier
among persons, residing on farms in these two classes
than in other categunes with loss. This was primarily due
to the heavy loss of 34 percent from class IV farms in
the combined Northern and Western States in Just 4
year's time,

Economic Class VI

In this report, class VI farms are those with farm
product salesl'- of less than $2,500, without any

restnaion on age of operator, day.s,of off-farm work, or
amou'ht of nonfarm income. In 1964, part-time farms
constituted nearly half of all farms with sales of this
value. The existence of farms with limited labor
requirements, very limited sources of land and capital,
and low incomes has provided incentives for farm
operators to infrease their earnings by working off the
farm. In 1964, most operators of part-time farr,ns had a
full-time off-farm Job. Part- time((arming is particularly
prevalent around urban centers and in the South. The
predominance of part time farms in the South was
evidenced -by the high proportion of the region's farm
population in class VI. Half of the South's farm residents

. resided on class VI farms, compared with about
one-fourth in the combined Northern and Western
States. ,

Percentage
change,
1966.70

Percent

Percentage diStributlOn

1970

Percent

1966

Percent

873

382
145
111

77

86
72
14

1.105

344.
175
163
113

77
234
NA
NA

21.0

11.0
17.1
31.9
31.9
5.2

-63.2
-

100.0

43.7
16.6
12.7
8.8
8.3
9.8
8.3
1.6

100.0

31.1
15.8
14.7
10-3
6.9

21.1
-

622 753 17.4 )00.0 100.0

282 220 28.2 45.3 29.3
95 131 -27.5 15.3 17.4'
75 102 26.5 12,1 13.6
53 76 30.3 8.6 10.1
56 47 19.1 9.1 6.3
6Q 177 -66.1 9.7' 23.5
49 NA - - 7.9
11 NA 1.8

250 352 29.0 100.0 100.0

100 123 18.7 40.0 35.1
50
36

44
61

13.6
-41.0

20.0
14.4

12.4
17*.3

23 38 .39.5 9.2 10.7
16 29 -44.8 6.4 8.4
25 57 56.1 10.0 1g.2
23 NA 9.2 -

2 NA - - .8
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The high proportion of part -time farms in class VI
may also explain why farms in this category, where sales
are at their lowest, have not experienced above-average
population declines. Nationally, their rate of population
decline from 1966 tO 1970 was somewhat lowei than for
sortie of the higher economic classes. This lower rate of
population loss 'reflects at least in part the part-time
farm residents in class VI whCr,rathgr, than quit farming,
have' chosen to supplement their farm income with
income.from nonfarm jiork.

Nearly half of the Negro and other racial minority
farm population lived on class VI firms. The 1966-70
rate of population loss for minority races on these farms
was more than double that for whites-43 percent
compared' with 17 percent. Nearly 70 percent of the
Negro and other racial minority population in farm
operator households lived on class- VI farms, compared
with only 10 percent of the nonoperator (other dwelling
units) population.

In 1970, 'the June survey included questions that'
permitted the value of sales for the $50-to-$2,499 group
to be separated into two categories. (1) $250 to $2,499
and (2) $50 to $249. The data indicated that the
population on farms in the lower group comprised only
5 percent of the total farm population. The proportion
never exceeded 10 percent, regardless of race or region.
Such places have only negligible agricultural activity.
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DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS

Population coverage., -The population estimates in,
this report-relate to the 48 conterminous States and thus
exclude Alaska and Hawaii.

Farm population.-.The farm population consists of
ill persons living on places of 10 of ore acres if as
much as $50 worth of -agricultural prod cts were sold
from. the place in the preceding year, also includes
persons living on places of under 1p acres much as
$250 worth of agneuleural *ducts were sold from the
place. Persons in institutions, summer carrips, and motels
and tounst camps and persons living on rented places
where no land is used for farming are classified as

nonfarm.

Race.7-The population ilk divided into two groups on
the basis of race: (1) whiteaud (2), Negro and other
races. Other raves includes Indians, japanese, Chinese,
and any other 'isms except Negro and white. Persons of
Mdttcan birth or ancestry are classified as white. For
operator houselholds, race relates to the.fatm operator
only, land the race of other mem4ih of Kit householdjs
assumed to be the game as that of the farm operator. Fat
the population in other dwelling units on farms-that is,
the nonoperator population-race relates to the head of
the household .

Operator population. -Persons living in the farm

operator's household.

Noniperator population. - Persons living in other .

dwelling units on farms.

Tenure. -The tenure classifications are restricted to
the farm operator and his rights on the land he operates.
The tenure of farm operators is based on replies to
inquiries about land owned, land rented from others,

V

land managed for others, and land rented to others. The
two classifications used in this report are

Owners and part owners-those who own All or
part of the land they operate; and tenants avd
managers-those who rent from or Manage for
others all the land they operate. '

Value of sales.-Value of sales is based on gross
income received from the sale of crops; livestock,

livestoCk and poultry products, horticultural
commodities, and miscellaneous agricultural products
All sales data relate to 1 year's farm operation. Crop.
sales represent the crop's produced in the preceding year
which have been sold or will be sold even- though some
sales will occur after the end of the calendar year. Sales

cpoi livestock and poultry and their products relate to-the
calendar year of the sale regardless of when raised or
produced.

, In the June Enumerative Surveys, all Government
program payments received in the preceding year are
included in the value of sales. It is only in this respect

' that the sales data(in this report differ from those
obtained. in the census of agriculture. Under census-
procedures, the income IrOm Government payments and
loan's is not included in the value of sales."

Economic class of farms.-On the basis of the total
value of alt farm products soy, farms are divided into six
economic Classes as follows:
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Class of farm Value of
farm products

I $40,000 or more
It $20,000 to $31,999
III $10,000 to, $19,999
IV $5,000 to $9,999
V $2.500 to $4,999
VI $50 to $2,499



-I-
Rounding,The individual figures in th4s report are

rounded to the nearest thousand and have not been
adjusted to group totals, which are independently,

._.

,,t

Source of data, Eitimates in this, report are based on
data obtained in the 1966 and 1970 June Enumerative
Surveys of the Statistical Reporting Service, U. S. v
Departnient of Agriculture.

The 'sample for both surveys was a probability area
sample of the i8 conterminous States, consisting of
approximately 17,000 area segments (sampling units).
Information was obtained from about 23,000 farm'
hOuseholds associated with thege sample segments.

Reliability of the .estintates.Since the estimates are
based on a sample, they may differ somwhat from
figures that would be obtained if a complete census

` count had been taken.,As in any survey work, the results
are sub ect to error of respdnse and ot.reporting as well
as to piing variability.

The tandard error of estimate, which measures
variations that occur by chance because a sample rather
than 1 the whole of a population is surveyed, was

. . ,

..
rounded. Percentages are rounded to the nearest tenth of
a percent, therefore, the percentages in a distribution do
not always add to exactly 100.0 percent.

SOURCE AND RELIABILITY OF THE ESTIMATES

.

4

es,

.

i

N

computed : for each population characteristic. All
statements of comparison made in the text of this report
are statistically significant at a two standard error level.
This mans that the chances, are at least 19 in 20 that a
difference identified in the text indicates,a difference in
the popuh;tions thsat is greater than chance venation
arising from the use of samples. , 4

The sample design and the varying sampling rates do.
not permit a concise generalized table' ;showing
approximate order of magnitude of standard errors for ,
estimated numbers. The 1970' U. S. farm 'Ovulation
total in this.report was 10,030,020. The standard error
for this estimate was 50,000. The chances are 6k out of
100 that the estimate would differ from a complete
census count by.less than this amount. The chances are
95 out af- 100 that the estimate would'differ from a
complete census count by less than 100,000 (twice the
standard error). .
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